Introduction. Within the subfield of the reals, the computable numbers, it is possible to develop an analysis with constructive definitions for all the usual concepts: sequence, convergent sequence, Cauchy sequence, function, uniformly continuous function, integral, etc. The Russian mathematicians Markov, Ceitin, Zaslavskiï, Sanin, and others, have developed such an analysis in an extensive series of publications.
In a recent article [l], we gave an exposition of an analysis which is equivalent to theirs, though differing in terminology (we use the same expressions as in real analysis), and in the means of construction.
Our constructions are exclusively in terms of programs, a formally defined concept which seems especially suitable for the treatment of the computable numbers. To summarize briefly, if Vi, v2, ■ ■ ■ , vu are rational valued variables, and we permit a certain number of operations on these variables, called computation steps, including one which terminates activities, the halt step, then a program is given by a list of computation steps. If P is a program, P(a) denotes the value of the variable Vi after the program halts, when initially Vi = a, v2 = Vz= ■ ■ ■ =vu = Q. If P does not halt P(a) is undefined. To every program P is assigned a unique positive integer Np, its "descriptive integer." A rational valued function of rational variables is called programmable if it can be realized as a program. A computable number is defined by a certain type of programmable function, called a computable process. A key role in proving negative results is played by the programmable function Z7(w, m, a), which equals 1 if n = NP and P(a) is defined after the execution of no more than m computation steps; otherwise U(n, m, a) equals zero. For a description of the logic employed in computable analysis, we refer to an article by Sanin [5] , which deals with this subject in detail.
In [l] definitions were given of functions/ of a computable number variable x, and certain types of these functions: pointwise continuous functions fp, uniformly continuous functions fu, and integrable functions//.
In addition, bounded functions fB and functions of bounded variation fsv may be defined in an obvious manner, and below we define functions of limit variation fL7. If a, b are any two fixed (computable) numbers with a<b, and we use brackets ] as the largest class appearing above, since G. S. Ceitin showed in his paper [2] that every function defined on an interval is pointwise continuous there. I thank Yiannis N. Moschovakis for calling this paper to my attention.
Our purpose here is to assemble the results needed to prove the above inclusion chain, using the terminology and methods developed in [l] . Several of these results have been obtained previously by Zaslavskiï and Ceitin, and in these cases, along with references to their work, we supply alternate proofs.
Functions of limit variation and functions of bounded variation. Functions of limit variation were defined in an equivalent manner by I. D. Zaslavskiï in his paper [7] . He proved a number of results concerning these functions which we give below, with alternate proofs, as Theorems 1,2, and 3, and their Corollaries. 
By a simple interpolation process we may construct the distance function d(e) needed to show uniform continuity of f(x). Set
Corollary.
Every function of limit variation on [a, b] is uniformly continuous there. f¿d(e/2), the following inequality holds:
We have
Thus, the left side of (4) is less than or equal to To show (5), choose a positive integer K such that h = b/K is less than 2_4e/5M-max(Ar, AT) and less than an eighth of either of the quantities miniÈ>sjv (x,-x,-_i), miniä,S2v' (x/-x/_i). For each point
Xi of the first grid we may find r¿ such that (r< -l)A<x,<(r, + l)A, r< one of the integers 0, 1,
then we have E^-i ¿< = 2~6e by (3). Now, set a,-equal to the greatest integer less than or equal to (r,-+r<_i)/2. Then The fifth inclusion relation of (1) is a consequence of the next two theorems.
Theorem 8. Every function integrable over [a, b\ is bounded there.
In the course of the proof of Theorem 6 it was shown that every function satisfying (3) is bounded.
Theorem 9. There is a function defined on [ -1, l] and bounded there which is not integrable over this interval.
Proof. First we define the sequence an by the equation Note that the sum of the lengths of those intervals on which ô'"1' = 1 is not less than The last inclusion relation of (1) follows as soon as it is shown that there exist unbounded functions defined on a closed interval. This is Theorem 18 of [l], a result originally due to I. D. Zaslavskií [ó] .
